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Laxihub M3-TY WiFi 1080p Tuya IP Camera

Laxihub M3-TY WiFi 1080p Tuya IP Camera
Take care of  the security  of  your  property  and install  the M3-TY camera at  home.  The device offers  high-resolution full  HD video and
features  clear  night  vision  of  up  to  10  meters.  Equipped  with  smart  sensors,  it  reacts  to  human  movement  and  sounds,  triggering  a
minute recording mode under their influence. It offers a practical two-way audio function. You can operate the camera by voice - it works
with Amazon Alexa and Google voice assistants. Laxihub is a winner of the Red Dot Award - a prestigious design award, so you can be
sure that the M3-TY will not disappoint you!
 
Full HD image
Monitor  your  home  with  high-end  image  technology!  The  camera  provides  sharp,  bright  images  with  an  effective  pixel  count  of
1920(H)*1080(V). It is perfect for home monitoring, providing high image resolution and pristine details. It allows precise tracking of fast
movements, even in low-light conditions. The advantage of the M3-TY is its 3.6mm@F2.0 focal length lens, offering a wide 100° viewing
angle, which allows monitoring a large space. With Laxihub, you won't miss any important event in your home!
 
Clear images after dark
Night visibility of 10 meters makes the camera invaluable for unexpected events after dusk. Together with the automatic day/night mode
switching function, it allows you to constantly monitor your home, providing images in excellent quality regardless of the time of day and
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lighting. Now you can easily identify every detail!
 
Support for two-way audio
The  M3-TY  camera  is  equipped  with  a  speaker  and  microphone,  allowing  two-way  communication.  You  can  not  only  observe  what  is
happening within the camera's range, but also respond to it  from where you are.  Dangerous situation in your child's room? Admonish
your kid through the camera! This useful feature will  also work in case of emergency situations, where you can scare away a possible
intruder with the speaker. Your safety comes first!
 
A new dimension of security
Intelligent sensors in the M3-TY camera are a guarantee that no disturbing activity will escape your attention. When the sensor detects
motion or sound, it automatically activates the recording function, documenting any suspicious event. The recordings are stored in the
cloud, which means you can access them from anywhere, anytime. This allows you to instantly check what's happening at home. This is
perfect for people who travel frequently or spend a lot of time away from home.
 
Privacy guarantee
The M3-TY camera is a smart solution for users who value not only security, but also privacy. It works with iOS and Android operating
systems, allowing you to control it directly from your smartphone. Thanks to AES-128 encryption, you can be sure that only authorized
people have access to the camera's video.
 
Award-worthy design
Safety and style go hand in hand when it  comes to the M3-TY Laxihub. The camera has won acclaim in the design world, becoming a
winner of the prestigious Red Dot Award, testifying to the device's solid, thoughtful design. The M3-TY is designed to operate in extreme
conditions (-20℃ - 50℃), making it perfect not only indoors, but also in garages, porches, etc. Recordings are saved to the cloud or SD
card, so you gain easy access to the video, regardless of the option you choose. This model features a sleek, minimalist design, so it's
sure to fit in with your home's decor.
 
Dedicated app
Using the Smart Life app opens up new possibilities for you. With it, you can manage and monitor your safety and that of your household
members. The application is easy to use and allows you to stay up to date with what is happening in your home at the moment. What's
more, you will be informed about any incident within the range of the camera, which ensures a constant flow of information, as well as
the ability to react instantly if necessary. Now you can feel safe!
 
In the set
Camera
Power adapter
USB cable
Self-adhesive pad
User manual
Manufacturer
Laxihub
Model
M3-TY
Camera
 
Image sensor
1/3'' 2-megapixel CMOS sensor
Effective pixel count
1920(H)*1080(V)
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Shutter
1/15~1/10,000s
Minimum illumination
Color 0.1Lux@F2.0; Black and white 0.01Lux@F2.0
Infrared distance
Night visibility up to 10 m
Day/Night
Automatic(ICR)/Color/White
WDR DWDR
Lens
3.6mm@F2.0, 100°
 
Video and audio
 
Compression
H.264
Bit rate
Kbps~2Mbps
Audio input/output
Built-in microphone/ speaker
Network
 
Alarm triggering
Intelligent motion detection
Communication protocol
HTTP, DHCP, DNS, TCP/IP, RTSP
Interface protocol
Private
Wireless network
2.4G WIFI (IEEE802.11b/g/n).
Supported cell phone operating system
iOS 9 or later, Android 5 or later
Security
User authentication, software encryption
General
 
Operating temperature
-20 °C to 50 °C
Power supply
DC 5V/1A
Power consumption
2.5 W max.
Memory
SD card (128 G max), cloud storage, NVR
Dimensions
53x32x110mm
Net weight
55g
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Preço:

Antes: € 22.0047

Agora: € 20.00

Casa inteligente, Others
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